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Chapter 191 Heavy Losses  

In JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company! 

Nearly most of the worker is working, the hidden in the corner equipment room when the pipelines 

burst open, the nearby worker can hear clearly the sound like flood rumbling sound. 

At first, they act like nothing happen, during the chemical production process, when reactor discharge 

internal air, will also make a similar sound. 

They ignore the sound, however, the smell gradually fills the factory, making them frown. 

JinMei Chemical Industry mainly produces the various plastic product, the raw material under catalysis 

process, all are in the sealed environment. At this times it should not have any smell. During emptying 

cauldron pressure the pungent gas will first convergence in the gas processing station and will through 

those tall chimney discharge to the atmosphere. 

Naturally, the smell of the chemical plant gas is still there when those plastic material produced and it 

will have a similar smell of liquid gas that irritates the nose. 

Currently, dissipate in the factory is an indescribable smell. 

Smelling it will cause people felt nausea, it was like various industrial chemicals decompose in a pool for 

a half year. 

The odor is getting more and more heavy, even if wearing mask were unable to filter this odor. 

Several female workers first to send out retch sound and just as they hurry to ask for the workshop 

leader for leave when going to the toilet. They suddenly find out the ground outside the window no 

longer have ground. 

The only piece of murky sewage sort of rising tide spreading toward distance place. 

Scrutiny outside the window, nearby here does not have river and lake, how can there be disgusting 

sewage flowing back in here? 

The smell is getting heavier the workers on after another covering the nose running toward outside. 

They thought it was some kind of chemical accident such as reactor exploded and finally, the whole 

ground is filled with sewage made them stare blankly. 

The sewage source is from one corner, usually, they are strictly restricted to enter the house. 

What they store inside, some of the workers is very clear. 

In the past, when they laid down the pipelines on the corner side nearby farmland, were dug out a line 

by JinMei Company. Two farmers are unbearably angry and come to the company demand for 

confession, as a result, the second day, someone sprays herbicide on their whole farmland. 

Herbicide removes weeds, that is only because farmer only spays coating on the weed, and if spray on 

the crops only death is the result. 



The farmer does not dare to say anything and the factory worker naturally won’t have a big mouth or 

rather say having a big mouth would not have any effect. 

Now the equipment used by the boss to secretly discharge sewage explode, the sewage is like the 

bottom of the sea being puncture crazy rushing outside. 

Two company vice-chief with the manager rushing over here from the office. 

The company without a leader and their BOSS were being washed over to a corner, over there like a wet 

dog crawling to the edge. 

No one is willing to go over to rescue after all this sewage were stirred murky. The smell is enough to 

fumigate a person to tumble. Now the workers are same as avoiding the plague, running toward outside 

the factory. 

“Blocked, quickly called someone to block this water outlet.”Tang Jian looking helplessly at those 

flowing sewage. spreading toward entire factory area, the scalp almost blasts open. 

Others do not understand how powerful is this sewage but as the instigator he certainly understands. 

No one responded to his request and ghost knows what is the sewage ingredient, to say again looking at 

those turbulence water flow unable to stop it. 

20 minutes later, the sewage has spread across the entire factory road. Some low-rise room, already 

been wiped out equally by the sewage as to the outside. 

A loader is full of soil, hōng lóng lóng rushing toward the equipment room, however, the scoop was 

lifted high up, have not even reached the equipment room door, the soil in the scoop has already been 

wash away the strong current. 

The whole factory is filled with an indescribable odor, even the two wolf-dog raised to guard gate was 

running away, running while sneezing. 

“Boss, boss something major happen.” a worker rushes in front of Tang Jian which just being rescue by 

the loader. 

Tang Jian whole body is soaking wet, somewhat sluggishly raising his head. 

This worker covers up his nose and mouth, the expression looks genuinely flustered: “Warehouse is 

flooding, inside 2000 ton polyethylene alcohol, the part that soaked with water start to melt.” 

Ba-dump, Tang Jian paralyze sits down on the ground and the complexion is whiter than the 

polyethylene alcohol. 

Polyethylene alcohol can be used to produce a variety of chemical industry byproduct and is an 

important raw material for modern chemical industry. 

It has characteristics, just come in contact with water, it will same melt like powdered milk, make the 

water turn into a sticky colloid after it harden up is more difficult to clean than the stubborn stain. 

2000 ton polyethylene alcohol store in bags and pile up in the warehouse, those on the bottom started 

to melt, it bound to change central gravity, cause those on the top to collapse. 



By the time, this sewage will turn into some glue like inexplicable material... 

Outside the factory main gate, Ye Qing sitting on his own private car. Both his eye looking at the JinMei 

Chemical Industry Limited Company main gate, the finger gently tapping the steering wheel following 

the music beats. 

The chaotic factory entrance, forming a big piece of a dense mess of standing factory worker. 

Some of them expressionless and some grieve and lament and some schadenfreude. 

Wait until these noisy and in disarray people running way and the viscous sewage began spreading 

toward the outside of the factory. 

Ye Qing humming a song and turn the car and leave. 

By the time when returning to the Dragon Creek Beach, Ye Qing makes the monster labor temporary 

reduce the pressure of compressor equipment and constantly paying attention to the hydrometer as 

long as the flow starts to become small will immediately increase the pressure. 

The black painted workboat at the sea that drifting along the wave, Ye Qing control the MPCV to cut the 

anchor chain to let it drift along the wave and by the time whoever picks it up, can sell it as scrap metal. 

In the JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company, Tang Jian look helplessly at the sewage in the factory 

slowly become small and suddenly erupt into full of spirit, pledge 20000 of headcount just only need to 

bring along the tools go to block the pipelines can get 20,000. 

There will be a brave man if there is a reward, several courageous workers put on plastic protective 

clothing with a gas mask slowly trickle through the water toward the equipment room. 

The entire equipment in the equipment room already become twisted, that main pipeline like spring 

water mouth slowly flowing water toward the outside. 

Sealing off the pipeline, the best way is by seal welding. 

They are lacking equipment that can weld underwater, thus uses chemical plugging. 

This is what they are good at, using the prepare formulated mixture polyurethane blocking agent, stuff it 

in the pipeline and very quick the polyurethane starts the reaction with the water, inflation happens. 

Wait for them to blend the mixture of the blocking agent, stuff into the pipeline and use the wood stick 

to block when it start to foaming. The pipelines sewage, like having, grow an eye immediately follow up 

with a surge. 

Several workers were flush away somersault, holler and running away. 

..................... 

Ye Qing feels mood particularly happy as the equipment at the pipelines, already thoroughly 

reimbursed, Ye Qing can finally felt relieved in governing the Dragon Creek Beach sewage. 

Dragon Creek Beach is Ye Qing supreme headquarters. 



Possess clear water and blue sky with pure white sand beach and a beautiful bay with beauty water rich 

in fish is yearned by a mentally normal person. 

Now Ye Qing is moving forward to this goal and whoever comes here to destroy the environment, 

whose is the enemy. 

Chapter 192 Factory Brightly Illuminated  

At JinMei Chemical, they love not that great not that great, Ye Qing continues doing his own production 

expansion and cleaning the environment. 

In the evening, at the sea surface of Dragon Creek Beach, that workboat which fire burn till pitch black 

color already disappear without a trace, a fiberglass ship hanging a sail then drifted to the distance 

place. 

In the range of 2 KM within the fiberglass ship all have already turned into pale purple color, frequently 

there is ray like electric dragon snake dance. 

The semi-solid pollutant extracted out by the strong purifier store into bags and piles up in an open 

area. 

On the side there is a vacuum electric furnace, the monster labor directly pick up the bags and throw all 

these bags which filled with toxic pollutant into the electric furnace, turn on the vacuum pump turning 

the electric furnace into a vacuum state and then heating up the furnace. 

Without air this pollutant unable to burn. 

The heat over 1500 degrees temperature produced by the thermal radiation capable of instantly 

disintegrate all the internal molecular structure and thoroughly turning it into non-toxic substance. 

These type of substance does not contain any moisture and the issue caused by steam produce during 

combustion will not happen. The smog that being made is not enough to break the negative vacuum 

pressure inside the furnace. 

After vacuum incineration, these turned into something similar to grey-white stone powder-like material 

and just gently touches it thoroughly turned into powder. 

These powder were collected by monster labor, Ye Qing must wait until the pollutant to completely 

burn down and let these stone powder presses into hard brick then sent it to JinMei Chemical industry. 

At night time, nearby the factory was brightly lit. 

Around the barren hill, just like direction light the monster labor have erected 12 high power 

searchlights. 

These searchlights have three axles stationary platform and able through the electric controller at will to 

adjust illumination angle. 

Let the high power searchlight to illuminate every corner of the transit warehouse which already piled 

up with building materials from all over the country. 



Another place under the light, an ore refining center designed by the Metal specialist have already 

groundbreaking begun the project. A mechanical colossus Type X like a mountain giant start opening the 

ground, 

In the underground base, master craftsman and monster labor were also working overtime and is 

making equipment that needed by the ore refining center. 

The metal smelting center as long as does not have any other task can non-stop production of I-steel 

and steel tile. 

The construction transit warehouse structure first to complete, the second construction structure 

completed is a structure that span over 200 meters and the length exceed one thousand meters gigantic 

factory. 

This factory, Ye Qing wanted to use it as Mechanical colossus Type I main assembly plant. 

As for type X who raise assembly line with Ye Qing but Ye Qing asked who. 

That plaything requires Ye Qing to use MPCV participate together in the construction and currently, Ye 

Qing stipulated to himself, every day make out three hours to participate in the manufacturing of the 

remaining Type X. 

Wait until the 10 units construction complete, in the absence of more advance industry before it 

appeared, Ye Qing will not construct the plaything even if he were beaten to death. 

Type X is the top mechanical masterpiece of Monster Factory and it was also the similarly the most 

tedious and time-consuming product. 

Type I is only one size bigger than an excavator and letting it under assembly line, the current forth stage 

monster factory still able to achieve it. 

The main assembly plant of Colossus Type I is easy to construct. 

The pure steel structure the I-steel is directly fixed with nut and Triangle beam with two support beam. 

Inside the machine facilities, Ye Qing is in the office was discussing with Master Craftsman on how to let 

the maximize to the highest degree of automation production of Colossus Type I. 

Comparing to the nearby barren hill brightly lit and a scene buzzing with activity. 

A few miles away, nearby that sewage pipeline is a piece of pitch black under the starry sky presents the 

similar to Central Dakar Desert silence. 

Here don’t talk about a bird, even the grasshopper does not have. 

The east side is HuangHai Avenue here is far away from city center. It is also very close to the seashore, 

at night except for occasionally some shipment pass by and basically hard to see any ghost shadow. 

However, today is somewhat unusual. 



A Land Rover taking leads, three Odyssey and two Buick business sedan following from behind. 

Altogether six cars and all close the headlight but only open the fog light following the front Land Rover 

parked on the roadside of Huanghai Avenue. 

The eye are inflamed and from time to time the tears flow, Tang Jian whole body is cover with anti-

allergic medicinal ointment come down from the rear seat of Land Rover. 

As the JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company gang leader, Tang Jian almost in the factory almost 

become senile dementia hit by strange things. 

The sewage pipelines have operated normally for several years unexpectedly to surge up violently 

toward their factory spraying sewage. 

Among the equipment was thoroughly destroyed, Tang Jian from the tattered metal outer cover had 

found the non-negative pressure device pressure gauge. 

015 megapascal is in the regions of this pressure gauge. 

The pressure gauge that already damage and the indicator stayed in the rightmost red danger zone. 

15 megapascal, if not indicator to the end, Tang Jian without the slightest suspect it still can go further 

back few more level. 

Even if 15 megapascal pressures, have exceeded the market 99% compressor device pressure upper 

limits. The matter of sewage backflows if natural causes, Tang Jian will be the first does not believe. 

The most essential this plaything has a very high viscous characteristic and after mixing up with sewage 

it sent out more stench. 

Entire factory stop operating and nobody is inside as for when can resume production, Tang Jian could 

even not estimate roughly and anyway, the time will be very long. 

How can he fall asleep? 

Has soaked in the sewage for half an hour, he currently felt like there is caterpillar is crawling around 

and the heart is as painful as having been continuously stabbed by knives few hundred times. 

Therefore Tang Jian decided to come to the sewage pipelines to investigate! 

Since the opponents can install a more power compressor equipment will definitely leave some traces in 

the sewage pipelines. 

No matter who is the opposite party, Tang Jian must make them pay a miserable price. 

Following Tang Jian get out of the car, the doors of the six cars following open completely. 

40 figures with varied height, one after another jump down from the cars. They open the trunk and from 

above lift out one after another gunnysack. The bag uniformly reveals silver-white color metal gloss. 

That is several galvanize water pipes and the pipe thickness is suitable for a brawl. 



Like majority businessmen of disregarding law, Tang Jian also has some close relationship with bad 

crowd. He is a big boss with net worth over few hundred million want to command these people and it 

is easier than having a mistress. 

On the pitch-black beach a burst wave of chilling wind whimper over. 

Tang Jian leading a group of people and fetch the mechanical hand pull the net toward the direction of 

the sewage pipeline touching it, 

The terrain here, although Tang Jian only comes here a few times he already memorize in the heart. 

Have to wait for him pull out the net and made the crowd spread open the filter again but still have not 

discovered any trace of machinery equipment in the surrounding area. 

Just when he falls into confuse suddenly felt the armed were gently touch, Tang Jian suddenly quiver 

and make effort to rub the eye rub of the tear is irritated by the sewage, following the manpower 

besides him to count on. 

There is several mile away brightly lit place. 

There has a factory and Tang Jian is aware of it. The reason why it not included in the first suspect, it is 

because Tang Jian thinks that factory boss is the same kind of person as him. 

In the place of even the bird don’t shit and open the factory there can be normal enterprise? 

However now, the blood in Tang Jian whole body is crazily welling up deep toward in the brain. 

It is because, at the end of the bustling light on the pitch-black sea surface, there is some pale, there is 

an unidentifiable small purple circle. 

His mother that is the chief criminal that damage the workboat, Tang Jian adrenaline secretion amounts 

just like a thermometer stuff inside the electric oven and rapidly increase. 

Chapter 193 Total Defeat Of An Army  

Why will the purple ray do appear near that factory? 

Tang Jian fell that his opponent already thoroughly exposed because the device that emits purple ray it 

was possesses by that factory. 

“The person who against is in front.” Like a general Tang Jian gives the command, rushing toward the 

distance brightly lit factory: “Walk, I wanted to look who is the opponent, dare to start with my head” 

Tang Jian is leading a group of people with killing intent moving toward that side, 

He is in crazy rage, someone has discharged a massive amount of sewage in the factory and completely 

stop his factory operation and causes heavy losses. 

Now he wants to beat the drum against the drum with the opponent to show clearly vehicles and horses 

and let the opponent pay for the losses. 

Also, have to compensate a large amount of money. 



Some of the people ideas are such shameless, the sewage discharge already for more than ten years and 

finally now have suffered the consequence instead of thinking that is the other site fault. 

As for the sea environment that he polluted, Tang Jian think that is doesn’t hurt, doesn’t tickle of trivial 

matter and in the face of the benefit, all have to concede. 

Borrowing the cover of the dark night, Tang Jian and gang with murderous intend have arrived two miles 

outside Monster Heavy industry. 

Tang Jian wave his hand make the crowd behind pressed down the brake. 

He plans to make the forward battle mobilization because currently, his anger rose to the top. He hates 

until he wishes before one’s eyes that factory worker and has all to throw into the sea to feed the shark. 

If they do not come to agreements on compensations then begun and when Tang Jian transmits this 

determination. 

Those high power searchlight installed above the factory suddenly there one of them have made a 

movement, to live high and to look down to shine on the Tang Jian and gang. 

”Been Discovered!” 

Tang Jian and gang expression instantly frozen and the bright white searchlight make them fear in the 

heart with the feeling is like demon and ghost being exposed under the sunshine helplessly panic. 

Then the remaining searchlight like having grown an eye to immediately adjust the stance, let Tang Jian 

and surrounding one miles radius area and to light up on everything completely. 

Everyone covering their eyes and felt everything in the front blind by the brightness. 

“Wait wait we are not going to war with siege tower, why need to scare?” Tang Jian clams down after 

started to panic shouted to arouse those not knowing what to do foolish looking gang. 

However, waiting for their confuse eye staring when raising the head and looking at the front. 

The front light becomes a circle and slowly the two slowly walking over and look as strong as an iron 

tower, the muscular man with muscle bludge up connected to the neck like hill and valley crisscross. 

Their eye looks murky and the facial expression as seemingly that as if several tens of people in the open 

areas all without exception is a cricket. 

A short height small old men come out in between of the shadow of two robust men. 

Tang Jian squint his eye and the glare irradiate on is making the atmosphere on their side look naturally 

weak. However their men are not weak if taking everything into account the opponent is just three 

people, even though two of them look like the king kong to move their hand, their side has tens of 

people and every with a club even if these two king kong will beat until becoming pig head. 

The figure of these two are excessively stand out and Tang Jian very quick in the heart to hold these two 

with that day mysterious robust men who sneaked attack their security are the same person. 



The crowd behind him to begin to stir and apparently wanted to knock down these two robust men to 

gives themselves exploits. 

Tang Jian decided to negotiate first. 

He is a businessman to speak are to seek nothing but profit even if a stone also must extract out the oil. 

He must first give this factory to show clearly the interest, let them thorough understand their mistake. 

After that obediently compensate large sum of money and then responsible to repair the sewage 

pipelines. 

If only the compensation is in position and the previous matter can be write off. 

If they dare do not want to compensate then Tang Jian want to make them have a taste of what is raging 

counter-attack. 

After all, this is also a lawless businessman making effort to breath inhale and trying hard to make his 

belly small as well as making his sound become deep when facing the obvious leader master craftsman 

said: “You know, offend me Tang Jian fate? Before I thoroughly completely erupted, I advice you to 

inquire around first...” 

“Throw all of them to the sea.” The Master Craftsman buckle the nostril said to the left and right king 

kong protector. 

Tang Jian and his group look at you and look at me, subsequently like firecracker erupt the sound of loud 

laughter haha 

Throw us down to the sea? 

“Toad sneeze, great...” Tang Jian remaining word have not say finished and the two strong men like as 

strong as king kong rushed over. 

The people he brings over his side is the similar not good person, at the moment 78 people to forged 

forward and on the hand holding galvanized steel pipe ferociously brandishing down toward the 

monster labor. 

Two Monster labors with an arms smash it flying and as well as all oncoming steel pipes. 

These persons to be terrified inconsolable and they think that steel pipe on their hand same like being 

hit by the truck. Then again, they felt heaven and earth rotate around and when their awareness once 

again returns to the brain but their body already fly 3 meters away. 

How are these going? 

They felt after the steel pipe sent flying the body is like sent flying by truck. 

They somewhat difficult turned around, soon after the scene happens in the front eye is the scene they 

unable to forget for a lifetime. 

The two strong men, unexpectedly..... unexpectedly really same as the iron tower, after rushing to the 

crowd, already completely ignore these galvanized steel pipes. 



A normal person would suffer such fatal strike would be on the bed for ten of days or half a month, 

smash on these two tough men, sending out peng peng stifling echo but unable to cause any billow. 

However their counter-attack, as long as those people have suffered ones there is no possibility of 

waking up. 

A bald valiant guy has a tattoo of a valiant guy in his bald head, after hit by a fist as big as cooking pot on 

the abdomen immediately softly lie on the floor and later the eye roll with the five organ pain like they 

are kneading together, the mouth open up to the maximum and frantically breathing air. 

This bald valiant guy is the most skills among the crowd and usually this kind of situation where he often 

alone able to overawed everything. 

Now...... 

Only 20 seconds have passed and their side fully lays down 20 individual. 

These people who are lying down one more pitiful than another. 

There even two pitiful bad luck ghost has been slapped, simply pain until fainted. 

The other person hates unable to turn into crab, with the eight long leg run together. Earlier when thee 

two tough guys being smashed by the galvanized steel pipe, they right away aware of anything but 

reassuring. 

There where is being smashed on people? 

It obviously being crush by tyrannosaurus skull, apart infuriate them it did not play any role at all. 

Tang Jian tongue dangle outside and it more terrifying than a ghost. 

A monster labor grabbed his collar is like lifting a chick and effortless lift up. 

The nearby sea is his new home, monster labor like throwing trash directly throw him into the sea. 

At Dragon Creek Beach, Ye Qing mood is especially good. 

JinMei company people muster a large force come over and two monster labor almost annihilated 

them. 

The Monster labor powerful battle capabilities, let Ye Qing completely no need to worried about 

despicable means. 

As the proverb says; strong dragon cannot repress a local snake, Ye Qing thought he is not a strong 

dragon, but is a out and out hulk. 

Chapter 194 1st of Next Month Is Important Day  

Martial do not need to fear and literary Ye Qing, even more, does not to fear. 

Nowadays, to said pleasantly to hear it called mix relationship. Whoever relationship is strong whoever 

can be popular to say it is in unpleasant to hear it called mixes together the money. 



A beggar of all people to get acquainted with various big and influential peoples and even more they 

curry favor him. That is only one possibility, this beggar is deity descends to earth and come to seek 

pleasure. 

Under normal circumstance, this society the rich people mixed together for power. 

Tang Jian dares to bring a gang helper with hand holding club to demand an explanation, nothing else 

but somewhat relate to oneself and as long as it does not make a big issue, he is able to bribe over it. 

However, he obviously overestimated himself, an enterprise that likes to discharge sewage and 

destroyed the entire bay ecology environment. Evidently, there is not one that doesn’t have pollution, 

even more, frequently to get merit high-technology industry factory is well received. 

His factory was flooded by the sewage and that was the sewage that he discharges out. 

Workers discussed the talk about, even if there is law enforcement department come over to 

investigate, Tang Jian will find a way to cover the cover-up. 

Draining poisonous chemical industry sewage indeed major event and this matter must put on the 

surface, the punishment he received and compare to the factory been flooded ten times more serious. 

hēng hēng 

Now Tang Jian enjoyed bathing of chemical sea water again, his own background is unclean and does 

not dare to find help from law enforcement departments but then do not blame Ye Qing use the same 

method to cope with him. 

This type of lousy threat means, Ye Qing even disinclined to act however Master Craftsman and monster 

labor is enough to sweep them away 

Sitting inside the office while cheerfully listening to music, Ye Qing using administrator account number, 

in monster heavy industry official website post a brand-new news. 

Mechanical colossus Type I is scheduled a week later and that is 1st of next month to formally launch. 

Price is 10 million per unit! 

It scheduled 1st of next month to be launch, nothing much in the statement together with words of 

auspicious meaning inside, Originally Ye Qing looking at the Colossus Type I general assembly plant has 

complete construction. 

So long to wait again for several days, was able to let the final assembly plant equipment completely 

installed let the Colossus Type I to enter mass production stage. 

Colossus Type I is estimated to produce 10 units a day because of unable to confirm customer order 

track type or wheel. Ye Qing in the early stage can only make five unit in advance every day to stock up 

wait until there is more order and then only adjust production type. 

Originally 1st of next month is not within any public holiday nor is any calender propitious day. 



But the next day, when Ye Qing watching noon news, that host having slight stutter announced news 

that let entire Zhongyun city masses somewhat 3 points of anticipation, seven points eventually endures 

to the end of the significant news. 

1st of Next month, the National Health and Culture Inspection Team, officially coming to Zhongyun to 

conduct 3 days to audit score. 

Truth to be told, previously continuous health and culture city audit failure have already made Zhongyun 

city hall leadership group to have a demon barrier. 

Zongyun City is rich in economy and the historical culture is also very rich. 

In addition, Zhongyun does not have any swindle incident, extremely rich pray for a son birthplace, the 

worldwide largest counterfeit handbag supplier place and such title were stick on the forehead. 

No matter what unable to obtain the top position of the Health and culture city, unable to get this rank 

only explained the urban construction of Zhongyun City does not match with the name card image and 

can it be considered as the nationwide excellent city. 

This compare is same as to a product unable to pass IS9000 certification. Without this certification your 

not valuable and not easy to market. 

Not surprising, that several Zhongyun famous main leadership group must move position before next 

year. 

Is further to move forward a step? 

Or to appoint to another city to make no headway? 

It is very likely to look at the ranking of the nationwide health and culture city ranking, obtain or not to 

obtain the pick. 

To obtain pick, explained the leadership group with strong leadership and has the ability to set the 

urban development construction new height record. 

Unable to obtain, though cannot say they will forever sit in useless position. 

After all, this is national ranking but a not national duty, unable complete, there is no reason to throw 

into cold storage. 

However, the term of office about to end, in the resume does not have too many great achievements 

and how does one want to snatch position with other competitors? 

The position is only pitiful to have one or two, the competitor, however, a dime a dozen. On the 

personal and background can arrive until their position also needs one go through his own hard-work to 

fight for their own qualification, almost all is half of the catty pair 82. 

No accident, in the end, have to look at the resume with flashing achievement to speak for oneself. 

Therefore today noon midday news, the mayor and deputy mayor which responsible for city culture 

development together go into battle with rarely seen ordinary day amiable attitude has request entire 



citizen of Zhongyun City must put out the most enthusiastic with most culture image, to come and 

welcome the national inspection group inspection work. 

Mayor and vice mayor maybe there is some word that not possibly good to talk in front of the television 

audience. Therefore wait for them to finish speech when changing the host. 

The host during the entire live transmission time constantly hinting. 

For example, the three-days lasting inspection time, people from the national group might station some 

people in high traffic areas or well-known tourist site. 

At that time Zhongyun City residents when meets outsider to speak somewhat pesky and ask about life, 

fortunate and happy.... 

One must, by all means, should be impatient and must use the enthusiastic appearance, to welcome all 

who come to visit Zhongyun “Tourist”! 

Furthermore regardless to go on foot or rides the bicycle or electric car and by all mean by all mean do 

not violate the regulations. 

Ye Qing looking at it straight away burst out laughing, in his memory, previously several preparations 

work to strive for the national health and culture city never once have such grand as now. 

However it does not matter, Ye Qing goes out also driving his cars. 

Ye Qing driving until now only merely get a few traffic tickets. 

Moreover, Dragon Creek Beach here is desolate countryside mountain range and the inspection team 

even their egg hurts will not come here to fell the sea breeze. 

JinMei Chemical Industry Company business, Ye Qing is disinclined to go to manage them, first, 

construct the Colossus Type I main assembly plant officially begins the production is the most important 

priority. 

Main assembly plant carborundum wear resistance ground already solidify and completed and the 

electric line also finishes installed. 

The production assembly line, from the experience from the previous assembly line of Mechanical 

Engineering chair, is not too difficult. 

Mainly is the issue of precision in the large-scale assembly line. 

If looking from the angle of automation, mechanical arm itself has a very high automation can make a 

lot of human-like arm movement. 

However in the high precision processing aspect it precision still have a flaw. 

The more complex the movement mode the harder to control the accuracy. This argument on the 

mechanical arm is similarly effective, Ye Qing is impossible to give the mechanical arm each moving 

parts install ball screw or other precision control parts to improve its precision. 

The ball screw is present most common parts that use in machinery tool to control precision. 



It can rotate motion can change into linear motion, or move in linear motion to change into rotational 

motion. 

Give a simple example worker think of car components, only measure of a thin blade a thickness of a 

silk. 

Then the worker can automatically or manually operate to rotate the dial. 

The dial rotates one circle, ball screw similar rotate one circle, if the ball screw thread screw has 

sufficient detailed, then it can achieve the dial rotate one circle, the thread bar nut only to advance a 

tiny bit of distance. 

Trough the gear to enlarge or reduce, the ball screw can definitely achieve the calibrated dial one circle 

and the nut only goes forward a tiny distance. 

Ye Qing does not give the mechanical arm install ball screw, first, it is not needed and the second 

installing the ball screw the operating speed will be greatly reduced. 

Want to be fast must improve the guide screw rotational speed but when the speed is high the wears 

will increase and must use an anti-abrasive material, then the cost will increase to the sea. 

Now in order to make the assembly line, automatic assembly mechanical arm but must enhance 

precision employ ball screw. 

This looks like a contradictory issue but actually, it is very easy to solve. 

Reduce the mechanical arm moving parts! 

A single entire assembly line, Ye Qing use a massive amount of 4-axis mechanical arm to do the 

assembly work. 

Four axes are very simple for Master Craftsman, Master Craftsman already start out manufacture the 

special purpose four axes mechanical arm and in less than two days all can completely install. 

In the underground base, when inspecting the manufacturing production line, Ye Qing receive the 

company call. 

Company business manager somewhat excitedly told Ye Qing, said there is some good matter, Chief Ye 

you quickly come to the company. 

Chapter 195 Technology Promotion Film  

The good news? 

Ye Qing thinks in the heart what might be the good news, to speak I in moment arriving at the company. 

“Ye chief you quickly bit” Sales manager Kong Tao appears to be very excited, over the telephone side 

the background sound is somewhat messed as if greeting someone. 

Engaging in technology mostly is lonely! 



Ye Qing in front of the mirror tidying up his appearance, when preparing to go to the company only he 

discovered he has not left Dragon Creek Beach for several days where in place that the bird didn’t even 

want to shit. 

In here, come into contact with Ye Qing were all monster. 

Master Craftsman does not look like a grunt with dark green color skin and a big mouth with tusk 

monster. 

Ye Qing sighing somewhat well-satisfied expression after a long-standing to come into contact with the 

monster. The career more and more successful but this also relatively delayed to win the other half. 

A girlfriend and female secretary have not yet joined and the road ahead is endless! 

Tidying up nimbly and driving to the city center, Ye Qing in a moment goes to the avenue, when entering 

the city the front has changed to a world of red hat. 

Basically, every intersection and every greenbelt have a person wearing red hat holding a plastic clamp 

to pick up the trash, they all have a similar expression of severe constipation. 

The outdoor temperature 30 degrees change to anyone were also unable to be happy. 

When stop while waiting for the traffic lights, Ye Qing discovered these people all wearing working id of 

institute groups or public servants. 

Inside some floor crack has cigarette butt but the clip cannot reach have to squat down and use the 

hand take it out. 

Every side of traffic light stood four which wear a light reflective vest, at first glance, look like come from 

every major driving school able body on voluntary sentry duty. 

These people have female and male but the burning sunlight make every one of them drop their head 

and their gaze look like everyone has owed 5 million. 

When Ye Qing in high school summer vacation have study driving license also have stood guard but at 

the time is not hot and only stood for several times. Unlike now, as long as the side of the traffic light 

there four driving school student long-term duties. 

Arrived at the Lantian building, Ye Qing can see everywhere there a red hat. This big hot day, those 

young misses are picking all the tiny trash under the sunlight even Ye Qing looking at it felt heart pain. 

Park the car and when entering the building the marketing department Yang Baihe who waiting at the 

side come over. 

She somewhat excited has blocking Ye Qing: “Chief Ye, Good News. Half an hour ago, the people from 

Municipal committee Public Relation Department and Urban Construction Bureau, they said want to 

make product promotional video for our company, put into the Zhongyun City urban promotional video” 

Just now over the telephone side, Kong Tao should be greeting the guest does not have enough time to 

tell the detail and now Yang Baihe comes over and give him a briefing. 

The news is truly good and it was so good that Ye Qing caught unpreparedly. 



Municipal Committee Public Relations Department come and give his company shoot product 

promotional video but also put on the Zhongyun urban promotional video? 

This news makes Ye Qing surprise, Zhongyun City urban promotion video was it not earlier broadcast on 

the television. 

Mountain and river colored clothing and ancient Zhongyun! 

This was the Zhongyun City slogan for several years was also a title that all promotional video must 

have. 

The Zhongyun City citizen was very satisfied with the appealing charm of the slogan and the promotional 

video that broadcast on the television was up to the standard especially the group that doing aerial 

shooting simply beautifully bold. 

Since the promotional video already has, why Zhongyun city must pat another again. Nevertheless 

catching up with the inspection team arrival time with one week time of urgent and crucial moment? 

Ye Qing walking while asking Yang Baihe, why municipal committee public relations department and 

urban construction bureau will suddenly walk-in help the company shooting product promotional video? 

“Ah, I’m also not quite clear. It seems like they the last moment decide and beforehand did not 

communicate with us.” 

Yang Baihe brief the detail: “at noon we just finish our working lunch in the canteen, when everyone is 

resting. The government people just come over, three of them come and said they want to shoot a 

Zhongyun science and technology life promotional video.” 

“They are very interested in our company Mechanical Engineering chair said this is very suitable for the 

science and technology life theme.” 

The mind full of doubt moods, Ye Qing quickly step into the office with the three government official 

enthusiastically exchange greeting and shake hand. 

“This is Municipal Committee Public Relation Department Mi director, and this is Urban Construction 

Bureau Deputy Bureau Chief Liu and this is Municipal Committee Public Relation Department staff 

member Ma.” Kong Tao is responsible for the introduction at the side. 

After the introduction, Kong Tao consciously in standing behind Ye Qing. 

Naturally this director and Bureau Chief are the deputies. Urban Construction Bureau Bureau Chief Yue 

Zheng Dong is quite familiar with Ye Qing, this Deputy Bureau Deputy Chief is considered a casual 

acquaintance. 

After the exchange greeting, somewhat bald municipal committee public relation department director 

Mi, long moan and short gasp telling Ye Qing the reason: “Chief Ye, this time must ask for your help!” 

Ye Qing in the heart said since your all already come here, at this critical moment can I possibly not help! 

“Believe Chief Ye has also seen before our municipal committee Public Relations Department unites with 

television station the promotional video.” 



Mi Jiang Bei Director shake head: “Not qualified! We just learn this news in the morning, The number 

one inspection team group leader coming to Zhongyun are the young leader of Huaxia science and 

technology department.” 

“Heard that this leader take more seriously in science and technology field and last month when visiting 

other city heard that took the promotional video content and criticize the local government. Said that 

already 21st century, traditional culture naturally we must preserve but cannot make it as the 

development focus and has neglected the science and technology that bring changes to lifestyle.” 

“This news is very important, in the early morning when we are studying on the reception plan together 

discovers a very serious issue.” 

“The city promotional video that we previously shoot are focusing on the tourism. What history and 

culture, what special snack but there is not a single content about science and technology.” 

“.....” Ye Qing somewhat sympathies to yield problems, this is really a sad story. 

However, this cannot blame the municipal committee public relations departments did not work 

properly. Ye Qing looks at other cities promotional video basically all related to tourism and cuisine. 

After all previously all the promotional video mainly targeted at the television audience, involuntary 

want to adapt and show the city most unique side in order to attract them come over for vacation. 

Showcasing the technology, those television audiences can’t afford and does not have use so who will 

be interested? 

“Therefore, early morning discussion decided that our municipal committee public relations and 

television station would immediately make up for ten minutes of the promotion video on technology 

related to lifestyle. Properly demonstrate the ancient beauty of Zhongyun City with modern beauty.” 

“Alas!” Director Mi touches his shining gloss head, sighed until: “it was easy to say but only a very short 

time of one week. Where do we make out so many high technologies to take out for the promotional 

video?” 

“Fortunately, our Zhongyun city still has many science and technology enterprise. Your company 

mechanical engineering chair, with rapid metal engraving machine, all are export high-technology 

product to earn foreign currency, must ask Chief Ye vigorously to support AH!” 

“There is no problem!” Ye Qing patted his chest, laughed: “Can make a contribution to the hometown, I 

will not shirk without dishonor.” 

“Good Good Good” Director Mi straight nod. 

The time is urgent, Director Mi neither continue the courtesy straight enter to the topic said that this 

time the science and technology promotional video will be future Zhongyun long-term promotion video. 

Therefore, this not only improves Zhongyun City technology feeling but can also help Ye Qing company 

long-term promotion. 

“wait, director Mi.” when exchange on how to assist the shooting, Ye Qing suddenly think something 

made noise to interrupt. 



Chapter 196 Water Resorts  

Ye Qing has thought 1st of next month the Mechanical Colossus Type I will be on the market. 

This was with the national inspection team together catches up at the same time and if the product that 

going to the market soon also added to the promotional video. 

Even though Zhongyun City promotion video only broadcast in Zhongyun City regional areas and its 

influence is small, but this is free for long-term! 

“Director Mi, actually our company first of next month happens to be a new product launch that is 

similarly high-technology, and you look whether if this product can be added in?” 

“New product?” Directors Mi show has a lot of interest: “If the technology content is high then naturally 

no problem. The new product also can add mysteriously.” 

“Do not know Chief Ye will soon to launch the new product is in what field type?” 

“Mechanical engineering Field!”Ye Qing confidently introduces: “It considered one type of new 

innovation mechanical engineering vehicle specific performance I am not good to say, I get two units 

perform for Director Mi, and Director Mi will understand.” 

“Good, Good, no problem, the product of mechanical engineering, we go look for a work site to carry 

out construction, it is very much in line to the city science construction theme.” 

“However, in a moment I still run over to another two. I finish my work only can go over, Chief Ye here 

will have enough time to go arrange the demonstration work.” 

If it were not for Ye Qing to think of also have to entertain him a sumptuous dinner, Director Mi almost 

got off his working hours but still have to continue his work and were moved by it. 

Director Mi finished the discussion. It is Urban Construction Bureau Deputy Chief Liu turn. 

He is called Liu with stature tall, and thin wearing a gold glass had a very cultural flavor inside. 

It is reasonable to say that a city promotional video, it is the full responsibility of the municipal 

committee Public Relation Department has not related to the Urban Construction Bureau. 

Certainly, people from Urban Construction Bureau also come and naturally there are places that need Ye 

Qing help. 

Sure enough, Deputy Bureau Chief Liu has explained oneself purpose in coming. 

He similarly long moans a short gasp and an expression of the tired heart. It seems like the entire 

Zhongyun City government from top to down let this investigation to toss from side to side heavily. 

Moreover, this heart tiring work still has to continue the entire week. 

“Chief Ye must ask for your help again.” Liu GaoTeng pulls out several rough drawing from the briefcase 

give it to Ye Qing: “This is investigation team planned to stay and it was originally decided to stay at city 

district government guest house. We have studied the guest house were built more than 20 years ago, 

although go through several times of renovations and the interior equipment is not outdated. However, 



those are only a mere 5 stars hotel standard. Pretty is pretty but there are no science and technology 

features.” 

“In the early morning meeting, the mayor decided that the staying residence change to 【Pulanda 

Water Resort】.” 

Water Resort, Ye Qing know its big name. 

This is Zhongyun City real-estate tycoon Tong invested several billion to build Zhongyun City top great 

resort. 

There is not a single pair of lovers will reject Pulanda Water resort! 

This is Tong YuanJian real-estate company come out with the slogan. Of course, now this resort has not 

yet opened to the outside. 

Water Resort is located at River nearby Lake and river is Zhongyu City Tianyun lakeside largest river 

stream, the four big rivers converge into Tianyu Lake and have an estuary called Lanhe River. 

The lake is one of the River coves from there to the estuary is only about several kilometers away and at 

the river cove is all sand beach. 

The sand there, the quartz ore content is as high as 92% and therefore the sand over there is the 

beautiful white sand beach. 

XiaoPing Lake average depth two meters, the water lake there is clear until can see the bottom, every 

year’s summer, there is countless people will go there to swim. 

There constructs resorts naturally is incredibly beautiful and similarly also incredibly expensive 

“The resort over there... is the technological content very high?” Ye Qing only heard of this big resort 

name and inside have yet to open to the outside so naturally did not know the inside detail. 

“Very High!” Liu GaoTeng nods his head: “Originally water resort official opening was scheduled next 

month 15th, don’t look at the resort house was built with wood but the interior is full of high-

technology.” 

“Altogether 48 independent water log cabins and in each log cabin have a separate panoramic 

swimming pool. Genuine glass builds and does not have any metal joins.” 

“The electric heating wire is sandwiches inside the glass, same like the automobile heating glass, 

swimming inside and still can see various type of fish in the lake should not be too satisfied.” 

“The roof of the log cabin is similarly high tech as it replaces the traditional roof with adjustable light 

glass. The surrounding log cabin also has various types of water surface sculpture, press on the switch 

and these sculpture will spray water curtain toward the log cabin to stimulate torrential rain function, 

let the tourist lie down on the bed able to fell the torrential rain directly in the face. 

“.....” 

This is really high technology, after listening to the introduction even Ye Qing want to wrap up a cabin 

log for the entire years. 



Since the water resort is so high technology, why the Urban Construction Bureau still want to find him 

for? 

“These are insufficient!” Liu GaoTeng sat his body straight up, said: “This science and technologies 

already come out a long time ago and a very mature technology.” 

“I, however, heard at Shanghai Science and Technology Exhibition that you have a type of metal tree 

which let the foreigner shaken to stare blankly.” 

“Think about it, if the log cabin that the inspection team staying at is planted with several beautiful small 

metal trees and in addition spread out a very strong stereoscopic effect craved flagstone also by the side 

of swimming pool place with a Mechanical Engineering Chair!” 

“This technology feeling, strong until without a score Ah!” 

Ye Qing approves over the endorsement but did not display on the face. 

Standing behind Ye Qing sales manager Kong Tao the whole face is excited cannot resist “pa pa pa” clap. 

This is their company to demonstrate technology good opportunity. 

Indeed, doing in such way the technology feeling strong until it does not have a score. The entire 

inspection team does not need to scare even their heart is made from stone, feared that by such sincere 

reception of Zhongyun city government will melt off one layer of the outer shell. 

Completes all these requests are not difficult and it only uses half an hour, Ye Qing with municipal 

committee public relations department and urban construction bureau two leaders discussed 

completely all the details. 

When sending off the two leaders and staff member. 

Ye Qing made Kong Tao arrange the evening reception, Director Mi say after he got off work will come 

to see the demonstration of Mechanical Colossus Type I and it obviously wants to conveniently at Ye 

Qing here eat a meal. 

This was nothing, at that time along with Liu GaoTeng Deputy Bureau Chief shouting and eating 

together, and again deliver several Mechanical Engineering chair again give the several leader tests 

using it. 

Immediately the country investigation team also must enjoy Zhongyun City special product Mechanical 

Engineering Chair. Ye Qing does not make them test use in advance does not meet the standard not? 

As for testing until when finish, that has to look at the quality of Mechanical Engineering Chair can 

support until when. 

Finish handling the matter, Ye Qing lying down on his own Mechanical Engineering Chair setting up the 

chair mode and both hand resting on the head having some thought! 

Darn, this is too capitalist! 

That right, Ye Qing was talking about the Water Resort on the other side of the lake. 



Have to take a look there what kind configuration, independent water cabin log and on one side is pure 

white sand beach and on another side is a beautiful lake which water can see through the bottom. It 

also can stimulate rain can enjoy romantic sentiment during the romantic time. 

The most critical there is an inland lake. Tranquility environment does not have sea wind to disturb, also 

does not need to worry about during diving or during sleeping were surprise by any ocean poisonous 

jellyfish or poisonous snake and so on. 

Even if thinking of going to the sea just open a jet ski few minutes will arrive in few minutes. 

“Not good, not good!” Ye Qing more he thinks more he fell the heart is itchy and taking this opportunity, 

Ye Qing also wants to wrap a water log cabin to play. 

Only making money but does not willing to burn money where is the call enjoying life? 

The heart in such idea, after Ye Qing sort out the necessary technology product that needs to be 

manufactured and go out of LanTian Building. 

Once again saw a lot of red hats, Ye Qing think of the big hot day, these small young cleaning up those 

small thrash outside is not easy, simply asked the company canteen cook several big pots of mung bean 

soup, give them a free drink. 

Coil around the car key, when Ye Qing prepare to walk while telephones to inform the company on the 

top floor. 

Ye Qing surprise for a moment, the one who squatted on the roadside ground wearing a red color 

sunhat spreading out her beautiful hair pretty girl, it is not Dou Dou. 

Chapter 197: Black Company  

Ye Qing has been busy with the expansion of Dragon Creek Beach and seawater purification in recent 

days. 

Now is the network society, instant messaging is very developed. Ye Qing stayed at Dragon Creek Beach 

and was not a primitive person. 

Every day, Ye Qing would chat with Dou Dou for a while, and talk nonsense from the north to the south. 

Usually, until 10 o’clock in the evening, Xu Ninggong will join them, chat with Ye Qing for a while, report 

on the progress of shooting film, and the technical props needed by the crew. 

Both of them were talking about life and about the main work of Xu Ninggong. 

Now he is in the street to meet Dou Dou, Ye Qing thinks it is very fun. 

The Blue Tower Building is located in the center of the city. 

There are a lot of people here. They are squatting on the ground and picking up the dirty things with 

gloves. 

At first, Ye Qing did not go to her to say hello, but went to the store next door and bought two bottles of 

iced drinks, ready to hand her a summer heat. 



After buying two bottles of ’flower’ tea, Ye Qing walked to her and was preparing to hand out a bottle to 

greet her. 

When he looked down at her, Ye Qing stopped. 

The skin of Dou Dou was very white, the warm sun shines on her so that Ye Qing can’t look at her eyes 

because of the radiance. 

For some reason, Ye Qing’s heart gave birth to an invitation for going to the Pulanda Water Resort to 

watch the impulse of the stars together. 

Ok! 

Ye Qing racked his brains and thought for tens of seconds, but he could not think of any celebrity to 

invite her. 

He can’t say that directly. He would like to invite her to live in a resort with him. 

He had to put this idea aside for a while. Ye Qing pointed the hat with his finger and then coughed twice. 

She turned around and looked around, and when the eye-catching eyes and Ye Qing was on the 

opposite side, she stood up in surprise: " Big Brother Ye!" 

"Please some water. It’s a hot day." 

"It’s a pleasure." Ye Qing handed one bottle ’flower’ tea to her. "Serve the people." 

Smiling and flying, she took off her gloves and wiped the sweat on her forehead. 

Below the ’Blue Tower Building’ is a square with several sculptures and some benches. Ye Qing 

motioned that he wants to sit down on the bench next to her and rest for a while. 

"I have to clean the street this week?" 

Ye Qing also sat on the bench, wearing a short sportswear today, and when he was sitting with her, Ye 

Qing’s mood was always good. 

"The original plan was to come every day, However, in the afternoon, the station took on a new task and 

wanted to make up the promotional film of Zhongyun City. It is said that it mainly shoots some scientific 

and technological pictures. From tomorrow, it is necessary to concentrate on all the equipment and 

resources here.” 

"I have to participate in the shooting task for the promotion film. These next six days in our TV station, I 

am afraid that I have to be busy to take off. I will report to Taiwan at 5:30 tomorrow morning." 

“So smart?” Ye Qing unscrewed the other bottle of ’flower’ tea and took a sip. He smiled and said: “Just 

the Propaganda Department of the Municipal Party Committee and the leaders of the URA leave from 

my office. They are also in order to meet the inspection team." 

"The leader of the group is a young leader of the Ministry of Science and Technology. He attaches great 

importance to the aspect of scientific and technological life. So the director of the Propaganda 



Department of the Municipal Party Committee, Mi Jiangbei, went to the ’door’ and asked our company 

to support some emerging technology products. The propaganda film supports the scene." 

"That’s great, Big Brother Ye. Now the task has just been released, the shooting plan will not be worked 

out until the evening. 

Wait until tomorrow, I will negotiate with your colleagues to exchange your video and help you shoot 

the promo." 

Ye Qing touched a cup with ’flower’ tea with Dou Dou, which means that the idea is good. 

............ 

At 5:30 in the afternoon, the old factory was expanded on the construction site. 

Director Mi Jiangbei of the Propaganda Department of the Municipal Party Committee and a member of 

the accompanying staff visited the exhibition of the Mechanical Colossus Type I. 

They were completely shocked by this show. 

The Mechanical Colossus Type I just came out, and Director Mi repeatedly praised the appearance of 

this engineering equipment. 

It is said that the appearance of this equipment must come from the hands of the master. 

No matter which aspect it looks at, it gives people a strong sense of science and technology. 

Wait until the Mechanical Colossus Type I, open two robotic arms, demonstrating the lifting of heavy 

objects, chopping the scene of the boulder. 

Director Mi also issued a string of firecrackers-like laughter, saying that there was material in the 

construction of science and technology, so he shot the scene where the equipment was working on the 

construction site. 

With the director of the meter, the Mechanical Colossus Type I propaganda film is naturally a foregone 

conclusion. 

After reading the product display, Ye Qing sincerely invited Director Mi to go to a light meal. 

Some people are happy that someone is jealous! 

Compared to Ye Qing’s smooth wind, good things continue again and again. 

Tang Jian, the boss of Jinmei Chemical Company, is about to spread the bad luck of this life. 

With confidence, he took a group of tough gangsters to Dragon Creek Beach to find the mysterious man 

who dared to discharge massive amounts of sewage into his factory. 

As a result, the mysterious man found out, but he brought a group of tough gangsters with him, and he 

couldn’t come back and almost beaten back. 

The other side is two, two strong men in the iron tower move their hands. 



In the factory of Jinmei Chemical Company, a full two thousand tons of polyvinyl alcohol were melted 

because of sewage backfilling. 

Now this polyvinyl alcohol sol, ’mixed’ with a large number of unknown chemical wastewater, has 

become a kind of greasy substance that nobody has ever seen before, and the smell is an extremely 

unpleasant smell. 

It is midsummer, and the high temperature evaporates a lot of water. 

Although there is no trace of sewage in the factory today, a thin layer of blue color contaminants has 

been laid on the entire factory floor. 

The strong smell in the entire factory and a large amount of gray-colored oily material near the 

warehouse made his factory unable to start work. 

The greening in the factory was devastated. 

Even the lucky trees and the ’Jade’ bamboo planted in his office were faded overnight, and there was no 

way to carry out any production work. 

To tell the truth, this smell can’t be breathed. 

He decided to clean up the factory first, resume average production, and then slowly release his hand to 

deal with Ye Qing. 

The materials laid on the factory floor are the hazardous chemical waste. 

According to the normal procedure, if you want to clean up these wastes, you must first ask a 

professional chemical waste recycling company to conduct professional component testing and research 

a proper recycling and destruction plan. 

He must report to the Environmental Protection Agency! (EPA) 

Killing two hundred tons of soup, he did not dare to report this matter to the EPA. 

In doing so, he would be issued a huge astronomical fine. Who would let the sewage be discharged from 

his factory secretly? 

In the past, these hazardous chemical wastes could not be handled too easily. Collect it directly, and put 

it in the sea. 

At the other end of the pipeline, it is possible that the factory in Dragon Creek Beach will install UHV 

equipment at any time to reverse the sewage discharge towards him. 

Tang Jian, who has left the means to get rid of waste by the pipeline, he just thought of another type 

illegal and widespread throughout the country. 

- Ask a specialized company to deal with hazardous waste. 

Garbage ~ is synonymous with uselessness. 

In most industries, all kinds of garbage are produced in the production process. 



Construction companies, in the process of decoration, will produce a large number of constructions 

waste. 

The vegetable market produces a lot of rotten vegetables and spoiled ’meat.’ 

These non-recyclable garbages are often charged in tons and are expensive. 

The formal processing method is expensive, and correspondingly it has spawned some black companies 

that are also responsible for processing, but the price is low. 

Chapter 198: Going up the blue river  

These companies deal with non-recyclable garbage by means of extremely rough and harsh, directly 

smashing advantage of the night’s cover, the collected garbage dumped in remote locations. 

This kind of black company like rats are continually banned. 

Tang Jian ran all the relationships and promised a high enough reward to join a company that dared to 

dump harmful chemical waste. 

The owner of this Yuntao Renewable Energy Co., Ltd., after receiving the 10 million Yuan processing fee 

from Tang Jian, continued to shoot the guarantee, as long as Tang Jian can collect the harmful chemical 

waste in the factory, he knows what to do. 

He will unconsciously transport these wastes to neighboring counties for dumping. 

The cost of dumping is up to 10 million Yuan, and collecting these dried-up hazardous chemical wastes 

from the ground is more expensive. 

No matter how much money he spends, Tang Jian can only wring his teeth and swallow in his stomach. 

The factory could not start work in one day, and he would have to lose an average production profit for 

one day. 

Tang Jian bought two hundred sets of fully sealed light chemical protective clothing, and countless 

disposable gas masks. 

With a high price of two hundred Yuan an hour, let those workers in the factory remove the harmful 

chemical waste in the workshop, warehouse, and corners. 

It is easier to remove harmful chemical waste in the open area. 

Use a small shovel to shovel the upper layer first, then wash off the residue with acid’ detergent 

cleaning agent, and absorb the sewage with water absorbing resin. 

Time is money. 

The harmful chemical waste on the main road of the factory was shoveled by several small forklifts. 

These hazardous chemical wastes, together with the resin that is saturated with sewage, are packed in 

kraft paper bags. 



Tang Jian personally supervised the war, this time just finished bagging, and then called the boss Huang 

of Yuntao Renewable Energy Co., Ltd. 

About twenty minutes later, Huang Jishan drove a Nissan and swayed to the big ’door’ of Jinmei 

Chemical Company. 

The Nissan was followed by a container truck with a stamp of Stanley’s ’urea compound fertilizer.’ 

In the truck container, half the capacity is actually contained with Stanley’s ’urea compound fertilizers.’ 

These ’urea compound fertilizers’ naturally have a pungent taste, when the time comes to hide harmful 

chemical waste in it, in case the real point is locked down, you may be able to muddle through. 

The ’urea compound fertilizers’ was first unloaded, and then a bag of harmful chemical waste with the 

pungent odor was carried by the workers wearing light chemical protective clothing. 

"Boss Huang, please do the rest of the work." Tang Jian drilled out from a few tattooed men who were 

in charge of the work and looked at the boss Huang. 

Tang Jian quickly took out two unopened Chinese bottles and stuffed them into the hands of Huang and 

the truck driver. 

"Ha ha ~ Boss Tang rest assured, that we do this professionally." Huang Jishan embraced Tang’s fists 

with both hands and greeted him warmly. 

"I have chosen the location, the Laoshangou 120 miles away Mangshan Gully. There are 87 years. There 

was a small silver mine before, and after the silver mine was completed, the mine’s mouth was sealed 

with cement." 

"The cement seal has been smashed by me, and there is a lot of room for seven turns and eight turns. I 

hide the waste there to make sure that the gods don’t know the ghosts." 

"Huang Boss has really a good means!" Tang Jian’s expression is artificial, after a burst of joy, the focus 

of his words about driving in the road: "Huang Boss, you are professional, I am relieved to do things. But 

on the way, you have to be careful, boss Huang. Now Zhongyun City is full of drunk driving checks, 

sometimes over by night. 

"I know, I do not have to drive the truck in person. I was running in front, in the Nissan car. The truck 

follows me after five-mile in the road, and the mobile phone talked all the way. And the truck hides after 

looking in front." 

"Then I will be completely relieved, haha~ After this incident becomes, I must thank Huang Boss." 

At one and a half in the night, Huang Jishan threw Chinese cigarettes at the co-driver, and the engine 

disappeared in the open countryside. 

Mangshan is on the top of Tianyun Lake. Recently, the whole city has been conducting a major 

inspection. 

Huang Jishan, with a ghost in mind, has deliberately selected the most remote roads throughout the 

whole journey. 



Go straight along Huanhai Avenue until he comes to an end and then drills into a country road. 

As long as they leave Zhongyun City, they will not meet any inspection in the middle of the night. 

Nissan was running happily ahead, and there was no one on the Huanhai Avenue. 

Huang Jishan sang proudly and drove his car to the end of Huanhai Avenue. 

At the end is a turn, when Nissan turns the corner. 

then...... 

Huang Jishan’s sweaty hair has to be blown up. 

Turning the corner, at the center of the three-way intersection at the end of the boulevard, there are six 

vehicles parked with flashing lights below. 

All three intersections were equipped with temporary lifting rods. 

In addition to standing a few ’crossing police,’ the left and right stood two armed submachine guns and 

armed special police officers wearing all black combat uniforms. 

"Quick, quick, quick, you hurry to turn and run. All the fucking policemen are at the corner." Huang 

Jishan roared at the phone, then hung up the phone and took a few deep breaths of air to calm himself 

down. 

The truck must run, and he does not dare to run. 

The routine of the police inspection was early touched, but at the intersection of the inspection, when 

he came over, those invisible places would inevitably hide two police cars. 

The two police cars were reserved for vehicles that saw the inspection and then turned around and fled. 

And according to the habit, the location of the two police cars will not be too far from the inspection. 

He kept the truck at a distance of five miles and was sure to be safe. 

Sure enough, when Nissan arrived at the checkpoint and was stopped, Huang Jishan did not find any 

abnormalities in the police. 

This shows that the truck has escaped safely. 

Before going down the window, Huang Jishan frustrated his face again. 

When the flashlight of the handy police came in, Huang Jishan handed out the driver’s license very 

cooperatively. 

Blowing the fine wine tester showed normal, the policeman may feel that his look is a little nervous, he 

tells him to get off the car to open the trunk for inspection. 

The traffic policeman had carefully checked, and naturally, he found nothing. 

Huang Jishan also calmed down at this moment, laughing and saying that he was very nervous when he 

first encountered such a big scene. 



There is no problem with the documents and the car. The traffic policeman waved his hand to indicate 

that he could go. 

Huang Jishan started the car and drove for more than 20 miles. Then he stopped at the roadside and 

called the truck driver to ask the situation. 

"Boss, I’m fine here, now I’m going back to the main road. First I’ll hide my truck in Jinmei Chemical." 

"You go back first, I am going around the other way." 

Hanging up the phone, Huang Jishan circumvented another road, driving from the development zone 

avenue in the east to the city. 

As a result, there was also a police check-up on the side of the development zone. 

When Huang Jishan, who was in the heart of the chaotic jump, ran back to Jinmei Chemical, Huang 

Jishan directly asked the truck driver to return the truck to Tang Jian. 

"Tang Boss, I think this is not a good deal." Huang Jishan shook his head with a lingering palpitation: 

"The fucking road is full of police, and the policemen are backed by special police. You still have to find 

another person. I don’t dare to take this list." 

"Don’t say this, Boss Huang" Tang Jian hurriedly straight to the fire and firmly grasped the arm of Huang 

Jishan: "Boss Huang you skills big, and then think about ways to do it." 

"Add money! I will add another five million!" 

Huang Jishan fell into silence for five minutes, and then he smiled: "There is no way, no." 

"Land transport does not work, we use water transport. Mangshan is just above Tianyun Lake. I’m 

looking for a 1000-ton boat, I’ll pack all the garbage at one time. At night, I navigate against the current 

and ascend Blue River to Tianyun Lake." 

Chapter 199: To fool a leader?  

Compared with the cover-up of Jinmei Chemical Company. 

Even at three o’clock in the morning, the Monster Factory is brightly lit, and the machinery roars. 

In the huge assembly shop, four Monstrous Laborer, and two Master Craftsman are tirelessly installing 

four-axis robotic arms and lines that are more than seven meters wide. 

If it is measured by automobile-level assembly line standards, such as the world-famous Wolfsburg mass 

production line, Ye Qing is undoubtedly much more streamlined here. 

A professional automobile assembly line, especially those foreign brands with a long history. 

Its pipeline can be said to be the world’s most complex pipeline, but also the largest, the highest 

scientific and technological content of the pipeline. 

When a piece of cut alloy sheet is mechanically hoisted into the assembly line, countless precision 

automatic processing equipment will make these alloy sheets experience a journey beyond imagination. 



First stamping, a dedicated stamping robot will punch the sheet out of the car’s hood, trunk, or door 

shape. 

Different stamping robots are required for each different shape. 

These stamped alloy shapes are sent to the main welding line by the robot, and high-precision welding is 

performed by a dedicated welding robot. 

When the main body of the frame is welded, it needs to be fed into the dust-free coating production 

line, and the vehicle arm is used for painting. 

In the above frame part, it is necessary to use up to tens of thousands of mechanical sports equipment 

to participate in the manufacturing, workers only need to check whether the product is defective. 

The painting of the frame is completed, and the power train is installed, which in turn requires a large 

number of robotic arms to participate. 

The core components of the car, the engine, and the gearbox have higher manufacturing requirements 

and higher levels of automation. 

Commercial vehicle engines are the crown of the human industry. Even in China, domestic engines have 

not been synonymous with mediocrity and low-end. 

This is the charm and threshold of the industry. One hundred Yuan of steel is processed through 

different technologies. 

Some people can sell two hundred pieces, and others can sell two million. 

Ye Qing’s automation here is streamlined, There are no dust-free spray booths. But the processed 

products are more profitable than car production lines. 

Some regrets, the number is temporarily better than others. 

With the installation of a four-axis mechanical arm and the construction of a huge hoisting platform, the 

core elements of the automated assembly line have already begun in the Mechanical Colossus Type I 

assembly shop. 

In the underground base, an angry miner is using a pangolin-like front pawl to open a sufficiently 

spacious tunnel toward the assembly shop. 

Four giant laborers are working along the tunnel excavated by the angry miner and lining the lining with 

thick steel plates. 

The one-piece molded part of the mechanical giant will be hoisted into the assembly shop through this 

passage. 

By the time the red sun rose slowly from the sea level in the early morning, the assembly line in the 

assembly workshop had been installed. 

Today’s Longxitan is not the same as in the past. 



Apart from the newly built roads and the modern factory buildings. Outside the coastline, the turbid 

dark blue water has turned into a clear blue. 

In the far corner of the bay, strong ionization sewage treatment equipment is being carried out around 

the clock. 

Ye Qing got up and stood at the dock stretching towards the sea. 

The sea breeze that has been blown through has never been completely strange. 

Each time a strong ionization device is collected, Ye Qing will let the monsters record the analytical data 

on the device. 

The seawater has also been reduced from the initial heavy pollution to the current normal level, with 

only 0.1% of the pollutants in the sea. 

Ye Qing believes that it will not take long for Longxitan can come back once again the wealthiest bay. 

At 8 o’clock in the morning, a large trailer drove into Longxitan Beach. The trailer, carrying the tracked 

Mechanical Colossus Type I, and went to the South Railway Station of Zhongyun City, where the 

promotional film will be filmed. 

The South Railway Station is the second high-speed railway hub of Zhongyun City. 

The high-speed rail track was built by the China Railway Construction Bureau. The main part of the 

South Station is designed and constructed by Zhongyun City. 

The construction of science and technology, using this kind of mechanical equipment to participate in 

the construction of the high-speed rail station, of course, is more scientific and technological. 

It was Zhongyun TV station that was responsible for the camera work. 

When Ye Qing was focused on the card to the South Station site, he was able to see the camera cars of 

two Zhongyun TV stations, and six staff members, and set up a camera rocker arm there. 

Ye Qing’s driver arriving, he held the white pocket of the camera manuscript in his hand. 

He immediately raised the manuscript and waved to Ye Qing. 

The South Station is still under construction. It should have been a suburban residential building. 

There are dozens of excavators on the site, and the ground is being excavated. 

Ye Qing got to the car, next to a man wearing overalls and hanging the [Director] work card, and then 

handed him a helmet. 

"Welcome, you are Mr. Ye." The director introduced himself: "My name is Tang Zheng. 

Director Mi of the Propaganda Department of the Municipal Committee has already agreed to me and 

asked me to take charge of the assistance of the filming site." 

Director Tang Zheng keeps blinking because he thinks he’s blind? 

Otherwise, why does the nameplate of the engineering equipment on that car shine in the sunshine? 



"I don’t know the equipment of Ye Qing, what manufacturer can be responsible to this construction..." 

"Director Tang, this Mechanical Colossus Type I construction can complete the work. It can arrange 

some work that the excavator can’t do, tie the steel cage, cut the building materials, and lay the pipes." 

" 

Director Tang listened to it one by one, and he was most familiar with construction machinery. But this 

one is a strange device that he has never seen before. 

Look at both sides of it seems to be a robotic arm. Isn’t these two robotic arms used to dig the earth like 

an excavator? 

"Ha-ha-that line, I’ll arrange it right away." Director Tang showed an empathetic expression. 

Since it was an order issued by the Propaganda Department of the Municipal Party Committee, Director 

Tang tried every means and coordinated the shooting task. 

For example, cutting building materials, the site can choose some materials that are easy to cut, and 

quietly draw the baseline. 

When bending the steel bar, the steel bar is folded back and forth several times on the pipe bending 

machine to destroy the toughness of the steel bar, so that the device in front can easily bend out the 

desired arc. 

Promotional film! 

Nature is taken to the leaders, and they will make a formalism. 

Is it possible there are really manufacturers in China that can create practical multi-functional 

mechanical engineering equipment? 

He cooperated with him here, the TV crew, and then deliberately staggered the moving parts of the 

materials to ensure seamlessly. 

When busy scheduling, Director Tang wants to praise his wit. 

Last year, he was responsible for the construction of a domestic sewage treatment station, and the 

processing station was completed. 

Some leaders came to inspect. 

The stationmaster of the processing station directly digs hundreds of tons of silt from the river and piles 

it in the degradation tank. 

When the leader came over, the stationmaster’s face was red and his heart not yet to jump to the 

ground. 

He pointed to the muddy water in the pool, which was said to be domestic sewage after degradation 

treatment. 

The leader knows what there are, he is smashed, and naively think that these sludges fully meet the 

discharge standards can be used as biological fertilizer. 



Chapter 200: foundation ditch  

Director Tang ran to the construction site to prepare materials, and Ye Qing was communicating with 

the TV station. 

The monitor is responsible for revising the manuscript on site for taking pictures according to the 

situation. 

The Mechanical Colossus Type I roared down by the laborers with a tremendous force. 

Two cameras, one left and one right, surrounded the Mechanical Colossus Type I. 

They are looking for a lens! 

For example, when shooting a sports car, the strongest lens is often the front. 

Looking from the front, a strong sense of movement and the lines of the public can’t control the rise of 

the man’s adrenal glands. 

This mechanical engineering equipment, they also have to find out the sense of the lens. 

Thick, or tall, or technology. 

Today, some ghosts, this big guy called the Mechanical Colossus Type I, they feel that the lens feels 

strong no matter which angle they look at. 

Especially in front of that nameplate, like a finishing touch, set off the device, in the static time of 

mysterious and unpredictable. 

No one can guess what this device will do, and the nameplate is too dazzling and mysterious. 

The classification of this equipment towards the excavator is completely despising it. 

The shooting plan was quickly worked out. 

The camera started with the 79 novel Network, and the nameplate of Mechanical Colossus Type I. 

The camera launched a series of actions around Mechanical Colossus Type I arm, giving multi-angle 

close-ups. 

The props on the construction site have also been laid out, and a welded steel pile frame is placed on 

the ground. 

The background is a picture of several excavators and rotary drilling rigs. 

These engineering vehicles are very conspicuous they are specially designed for the red color painting 

and the bright yellow color coating of the Mechanical Colossus Type I. 

The homework started, and outside the camera, Director Tang and a circle of workers stood by to watch 

the excitement. 

These construction materials have been calibrated and made it easy to process. 

However, it is easy to process, and this equipment can also be processed. 



They are looking for how to direct the beam and change the column when shooting, in order to make 

the work equipment out of the feeling of normal machinery at work. 

During the time to guess an idea, Director Tang’s eyes suddenly grew seeing the two robotic arms. 

The two robotic arms turned out to be full-motion axes and could move at any angle. 

"This technology is OK, it is completely robotic style." When Director Tang and the workers on the side 

of the flow, they kept admiring: "Although it is to shoot promotional films, this machine still has three 

parts of the material, at least more complex than the excavator structure." 

The arms are unfolded. 

When the two groups of claws were replaced, director Tang almost jumped into the void with an 

agitation spirit. 

When the Mechanical Colossus Type I opened to the steel pile frame, Director Tang quickly rushed to 

the high of the cockpit and shouted: "Wrong - wrong, you should go there, there is no arms or support 

on this side." 

The driver is a hard worker. This guy has a lot of muscle. How can he listen to the command of other 

people besides Ye Qing? 

Click here! 

The Mechanical Colossus Type I walked to the end, and the two pairs of mechanical claws clamped the 

thick steel like the carrot and broke it off. 

The rebar is bent in a sound, and the arc is exactly the same as the requirements on the drawing. 

At the time of the second bending, the time was only five seconds. 

Director Tang and the group of workers were shocked. 

In front of this equipment they had never seen before, they could not return to their minds for a long 

time. 

The camera faithfully recorded what happened, and carefully used the sketch pen to quickly design the 

movement path of the next set of shots in the manuscript. 

For example, camera push, follow, translate. 

These pictures need to be softened in the promo films taken before, so the transformation of the two 

lenses must be perfectly integrated in order to see no abrupt feeling. 

On the manuscript, there are pictures of those humanities, and the lenses of this industrial science and 

technology should be modified according to the actual situation. 

“What kind of machinery is this?” Director Tang’s inner curiosity is like a repressed volcano that is about 

to reach the apex of the eruption. 

This equipment was not what he had imagined, nor did it need to move any arms and support on the 

material. 



After the steel pile frame was finished, the equipment was adjusted to the next working place. 

During the movement, one of the robot arms was replaced with a cutting wheel. 

Another robotic arm, grasping the polyethylene spiral wave tube on the ground and began the 

performance of the chef for cutting. 

"This efficiency is invincible. We usually have seven or eight people, and they can work for an hour to 

cut out the material. It was cut in two minutes." 

“There are ten such devices, and our construction site is still under developing?” 

"boom!" 

People in the vicinity were focusing on the shooting scene and stunned to appreciate the performance 

of the Mechanical Colossus Type I. 

On the side of the construction site, suddenly a huge heavy object crashed into the ground, and the 

sound of metal deformation was screaming. 

"Ah! Not good, the 6th ’mixed’ concrete mixer truck slipped into the pit." The huge impact of the crash 

just ended, and the worker screamed nervously. 

"What?" Director Tang suddenly turned back. 

When he and a large group of workers ran to the huge pit of four meters deep, the scene in front of him 

cracked his liver and gallbladder. 

A mixed concrete pump truck, the wheel was in the foundation pit. 

This foundation pit is four meters deep. It is the underground equipment room of the platform. 

Now, the bottom of the foundation pit has begun to lay steel mesh, ready to fill mixed concrete 

condensate. 

The surrounding of the foundation pit is full of cement slope protection. 

This ’mixed’ concrete mixer truck passed by and walked. Why did it slip from the slope? This is not 

known. 

The slope protection has a curvature, and the mixer rolls over several times and breaks into the steel 

mesh below. 

The mud-like ’mixed’ concrete flows slowly along with the mixing tank, covering the steel mesh a little 

bit and spreading all around. 

"Come on, everybody, come down with me to save people." Director Tang roared and took the lead to 

jump to the slope, sliding down the slope. 

The rest of the workers went down one by one and followed him. 

Ye Qing did not say anything, catching up with the steps of these workers. 



However, when he stepped on the steel mesh field and touched the cabin of the concrete mixer, Ye 

Qing and these workers found that the cab had been deformed and stuck firmly in the mesh. 

" Faster ~ take me out, I am caught by the seat belt." The driver in the cab has a very good tone and 

looks like he has not suffered any harm. 

After all, there is a steel mesh bottom under the foundation pit, which can reduce a large part of the 

buffer. 

"You’re driving blindly. How do you drive into the foundation pit at the right end?" Director Tang wiped 

the cold sweat on his forehead and kept touching the position of his heart. 

He said with a lingering palpitation, "Wait, the foundation pit needs to be filled with coagulated soil that 

I poured. And the dirt slope was demolished by the car. I will let the excavator come over the pad to 

slow down the slope." 

"You have to go straight to the cutting machine with the ropes. Let’s cut the steel mesh and the cab." 

The workers next to him agreed, and when they lifted their feet and prepared to leave, they suddenly 

realized that their feet stepped on the slow flow of concrete on the soil. 

The cockpit and the mixer body have also fallen into the mesh. 

At this time, the ’mixed’ concrete overflowing from the broken mixing tank will not be used for too long 

and will flood into the cab. 

The cab was not high, and now it was deformed by the impact force. The driver inside said that his head 

had already reached the top of the cab. 

Around the four-meter deep foundation pit, there is no slope for vehicles to walk, and there is no 

erected tower next to it. 

“Faster!” Director Tang’s eyes were red, he snarled: "Notify the whole site people to come over, the 

vertical baffles, and hand digging also to dig this mixed condensate away."- 

 


